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Hurricane Impacts at Landfall

High Seas

Inland Flooding

Beach Erosion

Storm Surge

Wind Damage

Disruption of
Communications,
Utilities, 
Transportation,
Schedules &
Infrastructure

Landfall is bad for hurricanes, too

• Surface winds decrease quickly 
(within a few km) inland

– Due to rougher land surface
– Reduce from 80-90% of 3-km wind 
– To 50-75%

• Vortex spins down
– Oceanic heat source cut off
– Land can hold and release less heat 

per unit area
• Wind decreases exponentially inland 

DeMaria & Kaplan
– To ½ landfall value in 7h
– ¼ in 14h, 1/8 in 21h…

• Swamp (or shallow water) effect
– No upward mixing of  cold water
– Can hold plenty of heat 
– Not as important as the book 

indicates because of cold rain

Fujiwhara interaction in the tropics

Rotate around a common 
“center of mass”

Vortex Interaction 

• As vortices approach they do a 
Fujiwhara dance

• They may:
– Circle each other
– Repel
– Merge

• Merger 
– Begins with filamentation 
– The flow due to each distorts the 

other
– Not common for hurricanes
– But does happen between hurricanes 

and non-tropical cyclones

• “Perfect Storm” scenario

Filamentation followed by vortex merger
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Extratropical Transition

When hurricanes move into middle 
latitudes, they interact with non-tropical 
cyclones and other systems that they 
encounter

Memorable Hurricanes of 1954 & 1955

East-Coast Front (or trough) Frontal (midlatitude) 
cyclones live off the 
energy stored in 
horizontal contrasts 
in temperature

Baroclinic Instability 

Interaction between a hurricane 
and a front

• Front is already unstable

• Hurricane triggers 
baroclinic instability 

• Causing a frontal cyclone 
to form 

• Which merges with the 
hurricane

• …or maybe the fronts 
wrap into the hurricane 
circulation

• Hazel in 1954

HAZEL at  15Z on 15OCT54
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HAZEL at 22Z on 15th and 0230 Z 
on the 16th

HUGE RAIN EVENT

Irene in 1999

Another nasty rain event

Hurricane Rainfall

• Tends to be symmetric 
• Or organized into a 

“principal band” on the 
right side of the motion 
vector

• Controlled by shear, 
symmetric dynamics and 
moisture availability

• Locally intense
• Often smaller in spatial 

extent than in middle 
latitudes

Frontal Cyclone Rainfall

• Organized ahead and 
generally to the left of the 
motion vector

• Generally less intense 
than tropical rain

• But spread over a wider 
area

• Extratropical transition 
combines the worst 
aspects of both

• Often with topographic 
enhancements 

Drowning in freshwater flooding

Caused by torrential hurricane rainfall has accounted for 
60%of hurricane related deaths since 1970

Summary
• Human & economic impacts at landfall
• Hurricane weakens exponentially inland 7-h halving time
• Fujiwhara dance: TC rotate around a common center of mass
• Vortex filamentation & merger: One for the price of two. 

– “Perfect storm”
• Extratropical transition

– Hurricane merges with front, which wraps into the storm circulation
– Or, hurricane triggers frontal instability, causing formation of a middle-

latitude cyclone which filaments the hurricane
– Often major rain event, as in Hazel of 1955

• Rainfall patterns shift
– Left of shear in TCs
– Poleward (ahead) of frontal cyclones
– Topographic enhancement
– Can be very heavy

• TC rain is a major hazard to life
• FOR NEXT TIME: Hurricanes of the 1920s


